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Star Trackers
for

Atti tude Determina tion
Dr. Carl Christian Liebe
Department of Electrophysics, Technical Universily of Denmark

ABSTRACT
One problem comes to all spacecrafts using vector
information. That is the problem of determining the attitude.
This paper describes how the area of attitude determination
instruments has evolved from simple pointing devices into the
latest technology, which determines the attitude by utilizing a
CCD camera and a powerful microcomputer. The instruments
are called star trackers and they are capable of determining the
attitude with an accuracy better than 1 arcsecond. The concept
of the star tracker is expfained. The obtainable accuracy is
calculated, the numbers of stars to be included in the star
catalogue are discussed and the acquisition of the initial
attitude is explained. Finally the commercial market for star
trackers is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The meaning of the word attitude (or orientation) in
spacecraft terminology is essentially 'khat is up and down."
However, the spacecraft is in the space and therefore the
~~
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words "up and down" lose their meaning. Alternatively, the
attitude is determined as the angular departure from some
reference. The attitude information is fundamental information
for a spacecraft and is typically used to point the solar arrays
toward the sun, point the high gain antenna toward the earth
after deployment or acquisition of an attitude for a science
payload.
'The increasing precision of instruments has stressed the
demand for a very accurate attitude system during the
operational stage. This implies that new attitude determination
systems (ADS) must be able to comply with demands on high
update rates and accuracies better than 1 arcsecond. Also the
trend toward microsatellites has pushed the technology
towards lighter instruments and less power consumption for
AD%. Spacecraft ADSs are probably the one spacecraft
instrument which has been evolving the most recently. This is
due to the CCD technology and the availability of low power
microcomputers for space applications.

TRADITIONAL A'ITITUDE
DETERMINATION SYSTEMS
In the past a variety of different ADSs have been used.
A traditional ADS consisted of an absolute attitude reference
sensor and an inertial sensor. The absolute attitude sensor
determined the absolute pointing direction (PD) of the
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obtainable. If more than one star is tracked all three
angles in the attitude is determined.

spacecraft at regular intervals. This measurement was used to
calibrate the inertial sensor, which measured the changes in
the attitude between the absolute calibrations.
The following technologies have been utilized for
absolute attitude sensors:

The following technologies have been utilized as
inertial sensors:
Gyroscopes are spinning flywheels. If the orientation of
the gyroscope ISchanged, the flywheel will apply a
torque on the axis, which is proportional to the angular
velocity of the gyroscope. High precision gyroscopes are
very expensive. They also suffer from wear out and high
drift rates.
Optical gyroscopes have the advantage of no moving
parts. They consist of a coil of double optical fibres. The
difference in light propagation in each direction of the
optical fiber IS proportional to the angular velocity of the
optical gyroscope.
Orbit models are mathematical models of the spacecraft
motion. It simulates the motion of the spacecraft. which
allows to extrapolate the attitude to a given time.

Magnetometers measure the size and orientation of a
magnetic field. This strategy requires detailed knowledge
of the magnetic field. Accuracies of 1 arcminute are
obtainable. The precision depends on the geomagnetic
model.

Radio frequency beacons can be used i j s a reference of
pointing. However if high accuracies are desired, a
directional antenna is required. Accuracies of 1
arcminute are obtainable. Hecause only one reference is
utilized the method is only able to determine a Pointing
Direction (PD).
Horizon sensors detect the limp of the earth, typically
detecting infrared radiation. Accuracies of approximately
5 arcminutes are obtainable depending on the orbit.
Sun sensors can be constructed in numerous ways. They
all utilize that the sun is the brightest object on the
firmament. Constructions vary from detecting whether

I Initial attitude

Type

High quality inertial sensors have a drift rate lower
than 0.01 “/H. Below is a table comparing the different
absolute attitude sensors:

I Degrees of freedom I Accuracy

acquisition

in attitude

Magnetometer

Yes

3

1 arcminute

Radio frequency
beacon

Yes

2

1 arcminute

Horizon sensor

Yes

2

5 arcminutes

Sun sensor

Yes

2

1 arcminute

Solar panel

Yes

2

1”

Star tracker

NO

3

1 arcsecond

the sun I S present in a cone to high precision instruments
that determine the orientation better than 1 arcminute.
Because only one reference object is utilized the
sun sensor only determines the PD toward
the sun.
Solar panels can also be used as sun sensors. The
currents from the different solar panels are monitored.
Accuracies of 1 are obtainable. As the sun is the only
reference used, only the PD toward the sun can be
determined.
Star trackers are beyond dispute the most accurate
reference for pointing, because they utilize the fixed
stars. The disadvantage of traditional star trackers was
that they had to be externally ‘locked” onto a known
star(s). Accuracies better than 1 arcsecond are
O

STAR TRACKERS
The rest of this paper will deal with star trackers
exclusively. The star trackers described above are first
generation star trackers. The present second generation star
trackers, also called star imagers, have the advantage
compared to first generation star trackers that there is no need
for an additional attitude instrument to initially ‘lock” the star
tracker onto a known star(s). The star tracker performs this
task by a pattern recognition of the star constellations in the
field of view (FOV) and by means of a star catalogue covering
the entire firmament. Also no inertial attitude instrument is
required as the instrument is equipped with a powerful
microcomputer that includes a mathematical model of the
spacecraft motion, accurate enough to extrapolate the attitude.
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Figure 1 shows a star tracker in principle:

t

I /

I

and the rotation around it. The center of the image is the same
as the PD of the camera. With the PD and with the knowledge
of how the camera is mounted on the spacecraft body, it is
possible to calculate the attitude of the spacecraft.
A main incentive to choose the star tracker as attitude
determinator is the high accuracy. Therefore, the obtainable
accuracies of the star tracker are discussed. The angular resolution (in one direction) of one pixel, 5, on the CCD chip is:

c=-

20

"I

Fig. 1. Principle Diagram of a Second Generation Star
Tracker. The Analog CCD Signal is Converted to a Digital
Image in the Fkamegrabber. The Digital Image is Transformed into the Attitude Information by the Computer.
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where 6 is the half opening angle of the lens and NCCDis the
number of pixels across the CCD chip. A CCD chip typically
consists of 300-1,000 pixels in each direction, and 8 is
typically 1"-20". It is evident that the desired accuracy cannot
be obtained directly. Luckily there are three ways to increase
the accuracy of the ADS:
1) Subpixel precision, i.e. to determine the position of a star
more accurate than one pixel.
2) The star image includes many stars as seen in Fig. 2. All the
:
:
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Fig. 3. The Hyperacuity Technique
stars in the image can be used to calculate the attitude. The
increase in the accuracy is obtained by statistical means.
3) The attitude calculation can be based on more than one star
image. Statistical properties will again increase the
accuracy of the attitude.

Figure 2 pictures a typical image acquired from a CCD
star tracker. The star tracker performs a pattern recognition of
the star constellations in the image. In this case the star tracker
will identify the stars as a part of the Big Dipper. Based on the
celestial coordinates of the identified stars, it is possible to
calculate the celestial coordinates of the center of the image

HYPERACUITY
One way to increase the accuracy is to utilize the
hyperacuity technique ( = subpixel precision). In a focused
image a star appears as a point source, so all the luminous
power from a star will end up in one pixel. However, if the
image is defocused slightly a star will occupy several pixels.
This facilitates to model the center of the stars mathematically.
This is depicted in Fig. 3.
It may seem intuitively inconsistent with the sampling
theorem to increase the accuracy beyond one pixel, but it is
the a priori knowledge of the pointspread function that is
utilized in combination with the actual measure. The
performance of the hyperacuity technique is determined by the
algorithm that is used to determine the center of the star. Some
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authors claim to achieve subpixel precision better than 1/100
pixel, others in the order of 1/10 pixel, all dependent on the
S/N ratio.
As opposed to fancy mathematical models, the
algorithm normally utilizes empirical calibrations.
Experiments have shown that calibrations are very consistent,
even after many years of storage.

Utilizing Multiple Stars In The Image
An image acquired with a star tracker includes many
stars (see Fig. 2). The attitude should be determined on basis
of all the stars in the image. If the hyperacuity technique can
determine a star position with an accuracy of t'star, the
accuracy of the PD (ep,$ is:

where NFOV is the number of stars in the field of view.
The same phenomenon can be utilized to increase
accuracy of the rotation around the PD. This is more
complicated, because the accuracy of the rotation is a function
of the distance of the individual stars to the optical center.
However numerical simulations show that the rotation around
the PD is typically determined 4-20 times poorer than the
accuracy of the PD itself.
An example: The attitude of a microsatellite is
determined with a 2nd generation star tracker. Across the
CCD chip is 650 pixels. The FOV is circular and 22" . The
star catalogue includes 2,200 stars and a hyperacuity
algorithm performing to 1/10 pixel (Io).The iiverage number
of stars in the image is:

"Y

=

2200 stars - 2200 stars cOsl1"
2

~

20*2stars

The PD-error(1a) is then:

-

2 . 11" .
650 pixels

1

. \I 20.2 stars

=

2.7 arcseconds

DESIGNING STAR TRACKERS
In the previous section the accuracy of a star tracker
was discussed. The accuracy can be expressed as:

accuracy

=

F ( FOV , Star catalogue size ,
CCD chip , Hyperacuity routine )

T h e engineer is faced with the problem of optimizing
these parameters toward a star tracker configuration.
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Unfortunately the parameters are not independent but rather a
trade off between these parameters.

FOV
The most important parameter is probably the FOV. A
little FOV implies an easy design of the camera lens and high
accuracy. However, the disadvantage is a very difficult initial
acquisition of the attitude (see next paragraph), and the size of
the star catalogue is growing to prohibitive sizes, as the FOV
decreases.
It is realized that it is difficult to make an optimal
choice. The FOV is often determined by external factors. For
instance if the CCD camera is shared with a scientific mission,
this may constrain the choice of the FOV. Also constraints on
the computer memory size may limit how narrow the FOV
can be.

Number Of Stars In The Star Catalogue
It is desirable to have many stars in the image, because
it increases the accuracy of the star tracker and because it
simplifies the pattern recognition of the star constellations.
The stars emit a limited amount of light, and the CCD chip has
a limited quantum efficiency. Therefore there are only two
parameters left to determine the sensitivity of the system, i.e.,
the design of the camera lens and the exposure time.
The sensitivity of the camera is primarily determined
by the aperture of the front lens. In order to have many stars in
the FOV the aperture must be big. The sensitivity is
proportional to the area of the front lens. However, as the front
lens increases in size, the weight of the lens increases, and the
distortion in the lens gets more dominant. This implies that the
hyperacuity algorithm performs more poorly, ,and no accuracy
enhancement is achieved.
Increasing the exposure time of the CCD chip is
another way to increase the sensitivity of the system.
However, thc strategy has disadvantages as the update rate
decreases and the images will include motion smear. Motion
smear tends to decrease the performance of the hyperacuity
technique. Therefore the exposure time has to be chosen very
carefully as ;I trade off between many stars and an accurate
hyperacuity algorithm. An important aspect in determining the
exposure time is whether the spacecraft is 2. or 3 axis
stabilised. Also the S/N ratio will decrease with increasing
exposure time.
The Hyperacuity 'Technique
The hyperacuity technique has already been described.
However there is an enormous dynamic range of illumination
from the brightest to the dimmest stars. In the digitalization of
the CCD signal there is a limited resolution (typically 7-15
bits). This implies that the brightest stars will overflow and the
dimmest stars will be difficult to detect due to noise. The
different situations are shown in Fig. 4 (next page).
It is impossible to give an analytic solution to the
optimal choice of systems gaiddetection level for the stars. It
depends on the hyperacuity algorithm and the hardware.
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Fig. 4. Different Stws Utilizing Hyperacuity
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INITIAL ACQUISITION OF THE ATfITUDE

A major advantage of the second generation star

*mtstw

trackers is that no initial attitude from another source is
required. The 1st generation of star trackers had to be ‘locked”
on a known star(s) near the center of the image and the star
tracker was then able to track this star(s). The advantage of the
2nd generation star trackers is: They are autonomously able to
recognize the stars in the image based on the pattern they
form. There has been published a variety of algorithms for
pattern recognition of star constellations. It is insignificant
which algorithm that is actually implemented in the star
tracker, as long as the algorithm is robust to missing stars and
extra stars. In this paper an algorithm designed by the author is
described and tested. Many other algorithms would have
performed similarly.
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Fig, 6. The Different Constellations Included in the Database Due to the Uncertainty of the Magnitude
Pattern Recognition Of Star Constellations
A star catalogue is constructed so that there are 20
stars in the FOV on average. For all stars in the sky the
angular distance to the first and the second neighbour star is
registered. See Fig. 5. A star is then registered by:
1) the angular distance to the first neighbour star;
2) the angular distance to the second neighbour star; and
3) the spherical angle between the two neighbour stars.

7000

5000

0

0

Due to the uncertainty on the magnitude some stars
near the detection limit are only detected with a certain
possibility. Therefore, all possible star constellations are
included for all stars, see Fig. 6. Given a star image, the stars
are identified in the database. This typically results in a few
candidate positions for each star. However, the correct
candidates are easily found comparing the angular distances in
the star catalogue and the real image.
Several tests of the algorithms have been performed. In
all tests the gain control was adjusted to an average of 20 stars
in the FOV. The required database size was calculated as a

Fig. 5. The Parameters Used to Characterize a Star
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Fig. 7. Size of the Database as a Function of the Field of View
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Fig. 8. The Probability of Correct Attitude Estimate as a Function of the FOV.
In Two Cases 1) All Stars are Correct; and 2) Two Extra Stars are Added as Noise

High Precision,
Astronomical

Low cost, all purpose

Field of view

Narrow (a couple of
degrees)

Wide (15" - 40")

Initial attitude acquisition

No

Yes

Power consumption

High (> 20 Watts)

Low ( < 5 Watts)

Weight

High ( > 20 Kg)

Low ( C 4Kg)

Accuracy

11 1 arcsecond

function of the FOV in Fig. 7 . Also the probability of a correct
initial attitude estimate is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the
FOV in two cases 1) all stars are correct; and 2) two
non-existing stars are added as ii source of noise.
The conclusion of this investigation is that it is possible
to perform a pattern recognition of the star constellations. If
the FOV is below 10" the database size however becomes
prohibitively large for most space applications.
The only way to get around this problem is to omit to
compile the database and o n l y include the raw star positions.
Then all constellations (as shown in Fig. 5 ) have to be
calculated on the spot. The iidvantage is that no database is
required, but the algorithms will execute the order of 1-30
minutes.

TRENDS ON THE COMMERCIAL MARKET
There are multiple vendors of star trackers on the
commercial market. I t appeats that the market is segmented
into two different concepts:

I 20 arcseconds
1) Low cost, all purpose star trackers that can be used as a
part of the attitude control system in a micro satellite.
Typically precision on 20 arcseconds.
2) High precision star trackers capable of determining the
attitude better than 1 arcsecond. These are typically used
for astronomical missions and are very heavy due to
mechanical rigid con5tructions.
The table above outlines the two types. Especially the
low cost, all purpose star trackers are evolving extremely fast.
The systems are just beginning to appear, and they are getting
lighter and cheaper. No doubt this is an instrument that will
appear as standard in all spacecraft in a couple of years.
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IntersatelliteLaser Crosslinks

Spacecraft Telemetry Link Performance in a Transfer Orbit
by Frank K. Tamney, Jr., Martin Marietta Corp.; and
John E. Mulbolknd, ViUanova University.

by Sean A. Cadogan, Martin Marietta Corp.; and
John E. Mulholland, Villanova University.

ABSTRACT.There are several critical periods early in the
mission of a geo-stationary communication satellite. The first is the
period from launch vehicle ignition until the upper stage final
successful burn. The second is after the above span until the vehicle
reaches its final altitude of a synchronous orbit. For a nominal low
thrust aopgee boost ascent subsystem during that later time, almost
continuous telemetry is mandatory. This is especially true during the
crucial periods of main engine burns and attitude correction phases.
Maintaining a strong telemetry link throughout this phase requires
an adequate radio frequency (RF) signal link from the spacecraft to a
ground station in the telemetry RF channel. An analysis of this link
performance during each orbit until final position has two major
aspects. One, the location of the spacecraft in relation to the ground
tracking station at each moment in the mission is a matter of
geometry and Keplerian physics. The other is the RF signal and its
supporting subsystems, both on the ground and aboard the vehicle.
This paper will examine the fundamental theoretical considerations
of both the orbit parameters and radio link components and then
analyze the individual parameter sensitivities.
Next, a nominal case for a generic mission will be studied. This
survey will consider the telemetry performance during each major
stage of the flight from the launch through the transfer orbit to the
post-injection period to the final orbit. Then abnormal situations due
to both orbit and RF faults will be examined. Finally, some design
and operation concepts which may lessen the impact of the previous
anomalies, are presented.

ABSTRACT.Intersatellite laser crosslinks provide a method of
communication that has significantly increased the data throughput
that can be managed over typical RF communication systems, and
has significant growth potential. Optical communications offer very
wide bandwidths which can be effectively utilized with wavelength
division multiplexing techniques. The data rate growth potential is
well beyond the few gigabit per second range of RF technology. The
use of lasers in transmitting optical data takes advantage of its small
wavelength and low beam divergence to send highly directed signals
over significant distances with controlled losses in intensity. The
laser’s high directivity aids in resistance to jamming communications
between satellites, or between satellites and ground stations.
Various intersatellite laser optical crosslink systems are discussed
including the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Laser
lntersatellite Transmission Experiment (LITE), and McDonnell
Douglas Electronic Systems Company-Laser Crasslink System, and
The Ball Aerospace Optical Intersatellite Link, in order to display the
various subsystems and their implementations. Link budget
calculations are performed on the most commonly used modulation
formats to determine system parameters necessary to close the
crosslink.
Background is provided on primal system architectures and
methods of laser communication, as well as presently implemented
systems. The authors provide some insights on where intersatellite
laser crosslink systems have opportunity to increase their data
throughput and reduce acquisition time.
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